Potterveld, Swander Disclose Plans

Senators to Elect President Tonight

by BRUCE W. FRIER

Senators Ries Potterveld '65, and Dan Swander '65 announced their candidacy for the Senate presidency last night and outlined the platforms on which they will run.

Their programs, virtually the same, call for better Senate-student communication, Senate study of College expansion, and implementation of an honor code.

Other Senate offices in contention are the Vice-Presidency, for which Vincent Osowecki '65, and William Chapin '65, are running; Corresponding Secretary, which Brad Sargent '65, and Lou Huskins '66, are seeking; and Recording Secretary, for which Fred Sargent '66, is the only announced candidate.

Potterveld and Swander stress the necessity of continuing the projects begun in the presidency of Michael Anderson '64.

Potterveld praised the Anderson administration for its approach to the campus, its programs, and its efforts to create a viable student body. However, both candidates warned that their innovations will not be carried out without force, and this force is Swander. For these reasons, Swander supports Potterveld.

He has the potential to make the Senate grow in stature and significance. He has the force, and he has the discrimination to make use of it. He has the potential to support a candidate for the vice-presidency: we find it wise, however, because of inter and intra-relationships, to refrain from making any endorsement.

For the office of corresponding secretary, we support Louis Huskins, because he can bring to the Senate executive experience, power and capacity to make massive changes of this campus. Bringing diversity to the board can only be accomplished through the Senators.

Of the five-year plan to increase enrollment, he said: "Our force is Swander. For these reasons we believe he is a man of action—one who reasons carefully, one who will supply the dynamic force and motivation so vitally needed in the Senate."